
 

Entropy
In our derivation of the efficiency of the Carnot engine
we also learned That

i e or E E o

In One Carrot Cycle the reversible heat transfer
divided by the temperature will always add to Zero

Clausius saw this and realized That any reversible
cyclic process can be described as a series of
carrot cycle steps

blue isotherms

green adiabats

Volume

heat flow only occurs during isotherms For this
cyclic process moving between adiabats and isotherms

RevSun over d9 o
full cycle T



with finer grid of isotherm and adiabat lines any
reversible cyclic process can be decomposed intoadiabatic and isothermal step i e

dE o
TW Clausius saw that this ratio of reversible heat

flow over temperature is behaving as a state
function i.e it returns to its original value
in a cyclic process

No one knew about this state function before Clausius
Clausius realized this state function represented some
kind of transformation of The system
Clausius named this state function after the
Greek words for in turning he called it

Entropy Is DER 1865
T

Clausius definition gives entropy a dimensionality of

energy temperature Typical unit is JIK

Aside
if Clausius had divided by RT instead of T then entropy would
have been a dimensionless quantity This would have made it
more consistent with The definition of information entropy

Warning There are many confusing and misleading interpretations
of entropy

G N Lewis said Gain in entropy always means loss of information
and nothing more

we'll come back to this later for Now let's use
Clausius definition to calculate the entropy changefor various thermodynamic processes



Entropy change during a Reversible adiabatic process
This one is easy Since dafreEO in an adiabatic
process we must have

ds o
reversible
adiabatic
process

isentropic path where entropy of system remains
constant throughout process

Warning an irreversible adiabatic process will notbe isentropic

Entropy change during a Reversible isothermal process
final findin this case

ss fd fdgrev 914
initial initial
isothermal allows us to move

consider the example temperature out of integral
of isothermal reversible
expansion of an ideal gas
recall qReu nRTew so Ss 9 nReiff

Entropy increases as ideal gas undergoes reversible isothermal expansion

Entropy change during a Phase transition
fusion Solid melts into a liquid phase

vaporization liquid vaporizes into a gas phase

These processes occur reversibly at the phase transition
temperature i e Tf or Tb
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Entropy increases when a solid melts or a liquid
vaporizes
Entropy decreases when the phase transition is in the
opposite direction i e gas liquifies or liquid crystallizes

Troutoris Rule most liquids have similar molar
entropies of vaporization

Traps 88 5 J cmol K

Transition Tblk SnapH kJ no Svops Jkkomo
Brue Brzeg 331.8 30.0 90.4

CGHike 3 Cotta can 341.7 28.9 84.6

Cayce 3 CHU cog cog 9.2 84.4

Etostce 3 Etostes 307.6 26.0 84.5

H20ce 3 HzOcg 373 40.79 109.4
EtoHee StoHcg 351.3 39.3 111.9

Notice that water ethanol have larger entropy increases
upon vaporization Why is this

Hydrogen bonding between molecules in Hao and Et Olt makes
their liquid structure more ordered so transition to gas phasein 1
causes a greater loss of order

Entropy change due to heating
Let's examine The entropy change during constant pressure
and constant volume heating
constant pressure
under isobaric process dH dq so

ss at dent a 7amtTy



Heat capacities will vary with temperature so we

cannot move Cp out of The integral in general
For heating over a small temperature range however
we can approximate Cp as temperature independentand obtain

Isobaric heating
SS Cplntf assumes Cp is temperature

independent over T to T range

constant Volume
under isochoric process du dq so

T2 T2 T2

SS U IT vdent

Tl

Once again if we assume Cv is constant between
Ti and T2 The we can slide it out of the integral
and obtain

Isochoric heating
SS Even Tf assumes Cv is temperature

independent over 5 to T range

Entropy change due to irreversible processes
Remember the free expansion of a gas into a vacuum

adiabatic
walls

i Vf
If we remove the barrier The gas expands irreversiblyinto the larger volume

Since the walls are adiabatic dg o and The gas does no work
expanding into a vacuum thus

su wI o
for an ideal gas U depends only of temperature ST o
i e the expansion is isothermal
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since entropy is a state function The entropy changefor free expansion of an ideal gas with be the
same as isothermal reversible expansion

S n RETIs Vi

Next let's examine the entropy change of a

system after it is placed on a hot reservoir

system initially we have Ti L Tf
Ti the system temperature

hot reservoir rises irreversibly and
Tf finally comes to equilibriumat Tf

we can calculate the entropy change of The systemusing a reversible process that heats the system
from Tj to Tf
Let's assume a constant heat capacity Cp Then

Cp dot becomes dH dq CpdT

so dS d Cp DTI
Reversible heating SS Cp If Gents

since Tf Ti SS is positive
What about the entropy change of The heat reservoir
The reservoir maintains a constant temperature Tf so
its entropy change is That of a reversible isothermal
process with heat cost into The system

The heat flow into The system is Gs 5 Cp Tf Ti
The heat flow out of surroundings is Gsur Cp Tf Ti

so Assur cPCtff cp he

tsgaitnTn



The total change of system surroundings is

STOTAL Issus Assure Cp en tf Tfff
athwismagoansittitneis I
regardless of whether r

System is irreversibly
nreeated named o

TaineI
ence goesto zero when Tf Ti

Z
systemsystem heated bycooled by reservoir

reservoir

Generally true for all irreversible processes that theentropy of the system surroundings must
increase
i e the entropy of the universe increases

in every irreversible process
Entropy increases monotonically until it
reaches its maximum value at equilibrium

for all ds
irreversible dz Z O isolated

system
processes

g the universe

S finalstate
irreversible
process initiate

U



Entropy change due to Mixing
what is the entropy change from mixing two
different gases
Here we consider only the case of mixing ideal gases
We'll leave the more challenging case of mixing real
gases to later

Since ideal gas molecules do not interact with each other
we can treat the mixing like free expansion

Na VA NB VB n Nat NB
P T P T V Vat VB

P T

for gas A Ssa na Ren VAtVB_VA

for gas B SSB n B Ren VAtyY3_
and Amin S SSA t SSB

using V n Rpt we can write

b mix S na Ren nantanB t NB Ren nAtnB_NB

flipping fractions changing signs

Smix S na Ren n B n BR en N At NB
n amole Na x a IB

Xafraction Nat NB Mat NB

gives
Smi s R na en Xa t n Ben



Finally with the 1st law given by
dU dq tdw

we can use Clausius entropy definition and write

d U Tds pdV Closed system dn o

Only expansion work

we can only use Clausius equation to calculate the entropy
change from The reversible heat transfer

But Entropy is a state function and the expression in the
box is written entirely in terms of state functions So it
is true for both reversible and irreversible processes

Intrepeting Entropy as a measure of energy unavailable to do work

Consider

Sr state 2
23 iz isolated systemL

state 1 irreversible spontaneous
13 processState 3

su
u

state 1 state 2

biz S is entropy change
for process I 22

Let's compare the maximum work
we can extract from state 1 Te state 2 in going to a
common reference State 3

bUsgs Gas Wsu Tsurrdssystwsys
system Was Wsys S Us S Tsun Issues

s
We want to find the difference in work

surroundings output between process 1 33 2 33
Tsu r

w zz Izz U Tsurr I 23 S

Wiz I 13 U Tsun Diz S



So W 23 wi 3 Azz U AB U Tsun Azz S SBS

from plot above this iswe see that this alwaysis zero fiveSo L post

W 23 Wiz Tsun S2 3 S S 13 S Tsurr Diz S

Iz S Biss Sz Sz S3 S Sz S S zS

since Tsurr Sizes must be positive for a spontaneous process Then

we have two3 74231 keep in mind that both was WB
are negative i e system does work on surroundings For Wu Wiz to be
a positivequantity requires that twist I was1

An irreversible process in an
Sr State 2 isolated system reduces the

23 a z quantity of work that the
System can do on The surroundings

13
State 1

State 3 Even though there's no change in the
u internal energy during a 2 processsu the system has lost some ability to

convert internal energy into work
111

Principle of energy degradation


